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Two boys ride by, a youthful Investigation
of the local destruction, like I.
It wu that joke lbunder told.
Sbe laughed too bard then.
It didn't take much to fell that treehollow on the inside,
strips of bark clutter Its base.
I hear it struck Ambassador Hall on the way down.
Seems like the consul is always
ditched In these occasions.
Maybe Lightening crashed the party, though
it wu be who brought the fireworks.
lbey just got a Uttle out of band,
tbat"s all
No parking here. Dead end. Prostrate signs
signal a noisy gale.
Massey's Creek runs muddy today,
But surely they never ran low on potables.
Rain's never scarce here. I think
be is ber butler.
At least It was all over before midnight.
Mother's company always bu aroundtbe.-clock appointments elsewhere.
That's probably okay with Joel.
Any larger cataclysms would have flung
his tomato plants Into the next
county.
lben again, Mother still doesn't believe
sJle's too old for a heyday now and again.
Just behave yourself, Mother.
Remember, your children are watching.

(Upon viewing a damaged Cedarville after a storm)

Christine Hayden is a senior nursing major from the great Arizona
Northland. She is involved with the string orchestra and loves married life.
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AT SOME LENGTH IN THE HOUSE

Wisely and carefully, the couple squatted down and distributed
the toothpicks across the linoleum floor. She said that It was a reading.
His eyes stopped on the corner of the table. This chipped corner kept
the table from Its perfection. She seemed that way also, one flaw away
from perfection. His ulcer burned.
The darkness outside pushed on her so that she leaned onto
him.
"There Is nothing to read," she said.
"The sap Is still slowly dripping from my carving." He pointed
to the tree around which the house was built. Her eyes never broke
from the stare at the floor.
"You are happy that the tree bleeds by your hand?" she spoke
without feeling.
"The designer has died. Rather unes:pectedly. Did you hear?"
She looked at the end of the table, and answered no. She was
expecting a full diatribe, but had no desire to hear one because there
was no reading.
"Apparently he had climbed up into the tree In another f1t of
rage, slipped, and fell."
"But we did not hear him hit the roof."
"That is because he caught his head In the fork of the trunk."
She looked at him.
"The mailman mentioned It this morning." He fell back against
the table leg.
"Our designer has been out there all week?"
"Well, yes."
"No one has removed him?"
"I guess not. I went out at twilight to see if it were true."
"And?"
"Yes. Although interestingly enough, I could not figure out
how he got up on the roof, till I walked behind the grass heap. I found
the ladder, but It was broken."
"I need to polish the floor. "
"Yes, smashed to bits."
"That's why I cannot read, and the light is not even on."
" I am wondering how he got up."
"I will go see." She stood and exited the door In her bare feet
and was gone a considerably long time. He looked out the window and
saw her standing In the moonlight staring up over the house.
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When she came back In she spoke softly. "The birds have had
quite a feast."
"Your toothpicks are gone."
"I suppose we should get out more often. Then perhaps such
things would not go so long unnoticed." He mumbled something about
padded hooves. The minute hand moved faster than ever.
She looked over her shoulder at the empty floor, then at the
corner of the table, and left.
He unscrewed the light bulb and put it in his pocket next to the
toothpicks, then started out after her.

Jonathan Montgomery is a senior English major. Last summer he
taught English in Romania.
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TilE SOTERIOLOGY OF ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI

Born into the family of a wealthy, middle-class merchant, St.
Francis of Asslsi lived by choice In abject poverty. He did so In an
attempt to earn the favor of God and thus salvation. Francis'
soteriology, which his writings and lifestyle demonstrated, is best
understood in light of the accepted theology of his day.
Medieval theologians believed soteriology, and specifically
justification, to be a process beginning with an infusion of grace and
culminating in the remission of sin. During this lifelong process,
humans could " ... look towards the divine generosity and kindness for
some recognition of their attempts to amend their lives in accordance
with the demands of the gospel."'
The Church dispensed the
sacraments to aid people in their attempts to meet God's standard. In
medieval theology, " ... justification is understood to begin in baptism,
and to be continued In penance. " 1 God's grace, given through the
sacraments, enabled people to live righteously before God. The semi pelagian doctrine, which claimed humans had the ability to perform
meritorious acts placing " ... God under obligation to (them)" 3, formed
the foundation of this soteriology.
More concerned with the application of theology than the
subject matter itself, Francis never produced a systematic discourse on
soteriology. His own writings relate strict adherence to medieval
soteriology as he perceived it. He does provide, however, a definitive
example of an attempt to translate this theology into a life style.
Francis' conversion, the culmination of a series of visions,
initiated a process of " ... aflsolute submission to the Divine Will ...... .
The event which changed his life involved his treatment of lepers.
Although generous to the poor, and when among them " ... his heart
was warmed with the thought that he was standing among the friends
of Christ ... " 5, Francis felt a natural repulsion towards lepers. God
had promised Francis in a vision that what he thought bitter would
become sweet to him, and God " ... kept his promise that who should
prefer bitterness to sweetness, that bitter should become sweet" by
changing his attitude towards lepers.' In his Testament, Francis stated,
The Lord granted me, Brother Francis, to begin to do penance
in this way: while I was in sin, it seemed very bitter to me *»
see lepers. And the Lord himself led me among them and I
had mercy upon them. And when I left them that which
seemed bitter to me was changed into sweetness of soul and body.7
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God had enabled Francis to become " ... the master of himself ... " 1 In
attempting to earn God's favor. Francis' " ... overcoming of his natural
shrinking from the lepers ..." symbolized " ... the real turning point of
his life...."'
Francis' understanding of his conversion experience
demonstrated his acceptance of the theology of his day. His concept
of sin also enlightens a consideration of his soterlology. Francis
indicated in his writings that disobedience had initiated sin, and this
choice to obey or disobey is made by every human. He contended,
For the person eats of the tree of the knowledge of good who
appropriates to himself his own will and thus e:ults himself
over the good things which the Lord says and does in him, and
thus ... what he eats becomes for him the fruit of the knowledge
of evll. 11
Because of this sin of self-will, humans " ... are rotten, miserable, and
opposed to good, but prompt and willing to embrace evil...." 11
Regarding sin as putting one's will over God's will, Francis
remained congruent with the semi-pelagian based soteriology of his day
by considering self-denial as the best way or undoing the effects of sin.
He understood Luke 9:24, where Christ taught his disciples that an
individual's life must be lost in order for It to be saved, to be proof or
his belief. 11 The grace given through the sacraments or the Church
provided the necessary means for this activity.
This process of earning salvation rested on the sacrament or
penance. Francis viewed the Ideal Christian as an individual devoted
to penance in an attempt to meet God's standards. He claimed,
"Blessed are those who die in penance, for they shall be in the
kingdom of heaven ... u Negatively, Francis insisted that if a " ... man
dies in the guilt of sin without doing penance and satisfaction, if he is
able to perform some act of satisfaction and does not, the devil
snatches up his soul from his body.... " 14
Francis concluded that an imitation of Christ embodied the
works of penance. In referring to past Christians, Francis asserted,
"The sheep of the Lord followed Him in tribulation and persecution,
in Insult and hunger, in infirmity and temptation, and in everything
else, and they received everlasting life from the Lord because or these
things. " 15 In Francis' thinking, Christ had left " ... us an e:umple that
we should follow in His rootprints." 16
Christ as a pedagogue seems to be of equal, if not or greater
importance, to Christ as the atonement In Francis' thought. St.
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Bonaventure related that Francis often taught that " ... the Son of God
had come down from the heights, and from his Father's bosom, unto
our mean estate, to wit, that both by example and precept our Lord
and Master might teach humility." 17 Christ provided the way for
salvation in his death and the example for salvation in his life. He
humbly gave of himself completely, and those seeking salvation should
do the same. To imitate Christ, therefore, demands a life of strict
humility and poverty. Those who have possessions should give of them.
Francis stated, " ... let us give alms since this washes our souls from the
stains of our sin." 11 Those without possessions, however, could rejoice
because " ... poverty is an especial way of salvation ... and the root of
perfection. " 1' The importance of poverty in Francis' soteriology should
St. Bonaventure recorded that Francis
not be underestimated.
contended, " ... the whole edifice of the Religion would so rest upon it
as that, while It stood firm the religion stood firm .... n:e
Francis also viewed the eucharist as a means of grace enabling
one to live a life of penance and earn salvation. He asserted, " ... the
Lord of the universe, God and the Son of God, so humbles Himself
that for our salvation He hides Himself under the little form of
bread!"z1 In his second Letter to the Faithful, Francis refrenced
Christ's words in John 6 by stating, "He who does not eat His Oesh
and does not drink his Blood cannot enter the kingdom of God ... u
Francis' preaching demonstrates medieval soterlology as well.
He preached " ... penance to all with great fervor of spirit .... " 13
Thomas of Celano claimed many who heard Francis preach, " ...
embraced peace, through the cooperation of the Lord, with all their
heart and were made children of peace and seekers after eternal
salvation. ,.z. In instructing his disciples in their preaching, Francis
taught them, " ... in every sermon you give, admonish the people
concerning the need of penance, and tell them that no one can be saved
unless he receive the Body and Blood of the Lord ... u Francis'
admonitions concerning an appropriate Christian lifestyle won many
converts. Besides the original Order of Friars Minor and Clare's
order for women, Francis also established the Brothers and Sisters of
Penance. Francis initiated this order in Saburnlano, after many of the
town's inhabitants responded enthusiastically to his message. He
proclaimed to them, " ... I will ordain what ye shall do for the salvation
of your souls... u In his two Letters to the Faithful, Francis outlined
the standards by which they should live. "These included such things
as a frequent reception of the Sacrament, regular confession, almsgiving, abstinence in food and drink, simplicity, humility, and love. nn
They were to " ... busy themselves with pious actions and to nee from
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the vanities of the world. " 11
Francis showed little originality in his soteriology, but he did
show creativity in applying it. His life and teachings provided a
standard by which people could measure their own struggle for
salvation. While Francis left no theological discourses on soteriology,
his biographers leave a living textbook of applications to the medieval
doctrine.

Robert Wino, a senior history major, hails from the Philadelphia
area. Besides history, he enjoys skiing, reading, and playing the guitar.
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DRY, RUSTLING LEAVES FALL TO THE FOREST FLOOR

The trout swims downstream,
Never again to reach the headwaters.
Smoke, rising from the roof of the cabin,
Dissipates as it embraces the boundless sky.
The beauty of the forest is unchangeable,
For it was conceived out of love;
And from the womb of love
Sprang the hope of a humble man.
The fire receives all who choose
To warm themselves from its eternal flames.
But the fire grew cold,
And out of the ashes came forth
A wild man, full of savagery
With the mind of a warrior.
Beating the drums with fury and might,
And propelled by the hidden and unseen forces
or desire; flies the warrior,
Questing for his dreams, hopes, and his love.
Yet all the while, the leaves, dry and rustling
Fall to the forest floor.

Jonathan Misirian is a history/political science major from
Union Grove, Wisconsin. lie is President of the Sophmore class and
enjoys reading the poetry of Byron and Shelly.
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MELTING THE GOLDEN CALF:
A CHRISTIAN RESPONSE TO TECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCTION
Jacques Ellul put it well when he characterized technique as
(t)he totality of methods rationally arrived at and having
absolute efficiency (for a given state of development) In every
field of human activity.1
Unfortunately, there is a tendency among people to elevate
those methods and their products to the status of godhood. Those who
create new products, particularly products which are manufactured at
a time of crisis, often see the products themselves as their "saviors."
Even though the ancient Israelites were a monotheistic people,
they turned to the work of their own hands when their leader's
absence created anxiety among them. Exodus 32:1-4 reports that the
people brought their golden jewelry to Aaron, who used the best
technology available at that time to fashion a golden calf which Aaron
and the people acclaimed as their deity.1
The Nazi regime that executed theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer
prided itself on its efficiency, its utility-its technique. Those human
beings who refused to be tools of the State were, like Bonhoeffer,
eliminated by increasingly efficient techniques.
The Allied nations retaliated by Increasing their efficiency in
the art of war. They, too, brought technique to the forefront in their
drive to bring a swift end to the World War Two. That swift end
came-by a new and powerful technology.
Efficiency. But at what price? The hidden premises embedded
in humanity's insistence upon viewing technique as a "savior" continue
to work as we witness that this buildup of technology, which brought
such a swift end to one tyranny, may very will prove to be the most
ruthless tyrant of all. One brief "prayer" to this "god of the present
age" 3 can unleash the fury of the cosmos Itself upon our fragile
domain.
There is no retreat from this technological golden calf we have
fashioned and elevated as our god. Indeed, even if every nuclear
weapon, every computer were destroyed, the knowledge to rebuild
them would remain.
There is indeed a sense In which every
remembrance of that knowledge would be a re-memberlne (i.e., a
11

rebuilding) of the destroyed artifacts. We cannot, then, solve the
problem of technique by dismantling the achievements of the twentieth
century, and collectively assuming a Third World standard of living.
Rather, like Dietrich Bonhoeffer suggested, "lwJe must come to grips
with ltechnologyJ. We cannot return to the pre-technical era. " 4
Thus, It Is not the nuclear weaponry, not the computers which
hold us in bondage. What holds us in bondage is our allocating
technical thought a higher privilege than all other thought. What
holds us in bondage is a god we have created with our own hands.
What can release us Is a God we have not created, One who has
created all forms of thought, and who can show us the proper
relationship between them: the theoretical and the practical, the
technical and the ethical.
This paper, then, will attempt to come to grips5 with technique,
drawing primarily from two twentieth-century thinkers: Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, a German theologian, and Martin Heidegger, a German
philosopher. Following Bonhoeffer, it will attempt to trace technical
and all other knowledge back to their origins, to show that a crucial
separation or knowledge occurred at the fall. Not only did humans
come to know the separation of good and evil, but indeed the fall
distanced humanity from the source of all knowledge. Without
acknowledging the comprehensive frame of reference of an omniscient
God, human thought became fragmented Into categories which
themselves broke apart from each other. Martin Heidegger will show
that humanity has granted one category of thought-technology-a
higher privilege than the others, a phenomenon Heldegger terms "onetrack thinking." In medieval times, man granted that privilege to a
narrow version of Christianity-an elaborate system of works, done in
blind obedience to the Pope. In recent times, we have turned to
technical thought. However, even the medieval peoples' privileged
category included some concept of God. Today's system, however,
gives that honor to the work of human hands-technology. With no
higher court of appeals, humans are left with no retreat from this god
which threatens destruction and promises salvation in the same breath.
Finally, this paper will draw on the wisdom of the Holy
Scriptures to find the cure for humanity's fragmented intellect. They
will reveal that the Creator has indeed provided us with a means to
reconcile this separation of knowledge--this intellectual divorce. This
means is the Loe:os,' the Christ, He who provides the discourse, the
dialogue, the mediation that can re-connect hummanity's fragmented
thought into a vision of the whole.
This Is possible because the Logos is both the Text, the source
of all knowledge-and the God-Man, He who became flesh to become
12

our Mediator.
Thus, this paper will show that only by the reconciliation of
these fragmented forms of thought In the Logos, can one come to grips
with technique.

SECTION I

When I was young, It seemed that life was so wonderful,
a miracle, oh it was beautiful, magical.
And all the birds In the trees, well they'd be singing
so happily, joyfully, playfully watching me.
But then they sent me away to teach me how to be sensible,
logical, responsible, practical, and they showed me a world
where I could be so dependable, clinical, Intellectual, cynical.
Supertramp, The Logical Song
Occasionally we make a comment to which we assign little
significance-perhaps even Intending it as a joke. However, even these
flip remarks can be flipped by others who see them as keen
observations on the state of affairs In our culture-perhaps all the more
profound because or their spontaneity.
Such Indeed was the case with respect to a remark made by a
mathematics professor In a lecture to his calculus class. "Within three
years," quipped the professor, "computers should be around that will
be able to do differential calculus and be about the size of a notebook.
When students have such a computer, they will be tempted to shut
their brains off and use the computer." 7
Technique. Use. A shutting-off of one's brain. A shutting-off
of one's humanity. A computer the size of War and Peace without the
delicious play of nuances, of differences that give War and Peace such
scope. Rather, the computer's reduction to one dimensionquantification-limits this technical way of knowing to what Martin
Heldegger aptly calls "one-track thinking. " 1
This track splits, defines, de-limits. We have fragmentation
without Interaction, without the interplay in which we can "discern
from the fragment ... how the whole was arranged and planned, and
what material it consists of."' We have, indeed, "forgotten thinking. " 1'
The thinking that we have forgotten Is the integrative, the
logos, the discourse between disciplines which reveals the relation they
bear to one another. Logos, In the Greek, has the sense of discoursethat which "lets something be seen. " 11
13

Without this discourse, a person becomes a specialist within a strictly
limited domain of activity. Furthermore, this one-track thinking has
spread, to quote Jacques Ellul, Into "every field of human actlvity." 11
Dietrich Bonhoeffer asks,
Where is there today an Intellectual magnum opus? ... The
end of the eighteenth century saw the end of the 'polymath,'
and In the nineteenth century Intensive education replaced
extensive, so that towards the end of it the 'specialist' evolved;
and by now everyone is just a technician, even in the arts.....}
This tendency to specialize and to quantify that marks technical
thinking is especially evident In the sciences. Papers in scientific
journals describe severely limited areas of Investigation. Very few take
an integrative approach to learning. In his paper, "Computers,
Technology, and Human Values," Gary Percesepe observes that
quantitative precision has become one of the key factors which attract
scientists to a new model. u This high priority given to quantitative
data "suggest(s) . . . that there is a certain abstraction which the
physical sciences use as a technique. " 15 This abstraction, of course, Is
"vlewflng) nature ... as thoroughly mathematical," allowing scientists
to "quantif)y) over nature" but sadly "overlooking the real object of
perception. . . the life-world." 16 From the scientists' perspective,
nature is thus thoroughly objectified.
Forgotten Is humanity's
relationship to the earth.
Forgotten, too, Is humanity's relation to itself. Percesepe points
out "the most offensive encroachment of technique possible" occurs
when "we are seduced by technique into regarding our fellow man
Instrumentally ..•." 17
Forgotten are primal Adam and Eve-discovering each other In
the Garden of Eden. The language of technique has changed the sons
and daughters of Adam from the highly charged dialectic of the bride
and bridegroom In the Son~: of Solomon Into the clinical jargon of
how-to manuals. The original sense of partnership, of companionship,
between man and woman has turned Into mutual objectification and
hatred. 11
Furthermore, Adam develops more and more lavish techniques
in the art of war-forgetting that his relation to the other Adam is such
that destroying his enemy means the destruction of himself and the
earth. By giving technical thought such a high privilege-to supercede
all other thought-humans use each other as tools, as useful and
efficient objects. Humans are thus degraded, so distanced from each
other and from themselves that one could call them fragmented. The
14

tie which binds peolple as brothers and sisters is obscured. People can
no longer see their own bodies as part of their own identity. Humans
become objects for analysis, distanced from one another as observer
and object. .,
Technique Is not just a matter of computers and H-bombs. It
Is a manner of thinking. Technique has to do with method, with
efficiency, and with distance. Thus, giving technique the privilege of
near-deity Is actually seeing humanity as god, humans apart from God,
attempting to mediate their situation by becoming masters of a world
which ultimately masters them by putting distance between each
person and all others. Technique as fallen humanity's god determined
it efficient for Cain to slay Abel. Technique as fallen humanity's god
determined it efficient to crucify a Galilean rabble-rouser named Jesus.
Technique as fallen humanity's god deemed efficient the horrendous
slaughter In Auschwitz. Technique as fallen humanity's god determined
the surprise attack by the Japanese on Pearl Harbor, and for some,
made necessary the retaliatory effort that culminated In the first use
of a nuclear warhead in history. Today the god of technique makes
efficient the brutal killing of millions of unborn chlldren.z•
In the name of efficiency, humanity stands at the brink of its
own destruction. As we have seen from the wisdom of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, there Is no turning back when It comes to technology. Any
solution must deal with present facts and future developments.

SECTION II
See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and
deceptive philosophy which depends on human tradition and
the basic principles of this world rather than on Christ.
Colossians 2:8, New International Version
In "The Logical Song," the rock group Supertramp echoe~ the
perceptions of many members of the human race concerning the
appropriation of knowledge-especially technical knowledge.
There are times when all the world's asleep, the questions run
too deep/for such a simple man./ Won't you please, please tell
me what we've learned/1 know It sounds absurd/but please tell
me who I am.z•
A misuse of logic in the service of technology often leads to such
confusion. Humans appear to be alienated-even from themselves.
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However, it Is not merely technology which separates humans
from themselves and from the earth. One must go beyond technology
to discover the roots of this separation. Martin Heidegger realized that
one must go beyond technology to discover Its own essence. Heldegger
wisely pointed out,
(T)he essence of technology Is above all not anything
technological. The essence of technology lies In what from the
beginning and before all gives food for thought.u
So one looks for nothing technical. Rather, what gives food for
thought, Heidegger shows, Is the loss of humans' "relatedness to
Belng"u which occurred as humanity fell away from Its origin in the
Being of Beings.~ Thus, as humans attempt to locate their beginning
through philosophy, through the sciences, and even through theology,
they discover that they "point into what withdraws. " 15 Humans can
never recover that lost relatedness to Being.
Furthermore, humans' finite thought leads them inexorably in
a circle from which they, in their finitude, can never exit. Thus, as
John Sallis, in Phenomenology and the Return to Beginnings, shows,
even a
(r)adical philosophy is a peculiar return to beeinnings, a
turning towards what already determines it. It Is a circling
which sets out from the beginnings so as to return to them,
which it can do only If In Its circling it never really leaves
them.u
In a circle finite thought Is necessarily bound to an arbitrary
starting point. Humanity sees Itself as Its own starting point, yet is
painfully aware that this perspective is finite. Human thought cannot
exit the circle in a linear fashion and thus leave its beginnings. It sets
out from the beginnings so as to return to them precisely because It
cannot ever leave them, for, after all, humanity's starting point ls
finite. Humanity Is thus frustrated. It points Into what withdraws, and
Is led In a vicious circle.
Thus humans are frustrated and finite gods who can, by the
limited perspective of their own assumptions and by the necessity of
logical thought, have no beginning but themselves. Bonhoeffer wrote
of this in Creation and Fall,
For where thinking directs itself upon itself as the original
reality It sets itself up as an object, as an object of itself, and
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therefore It withdraws behind this object again and again-or
rather, thinking Is antecedent to the object which It sets up.
Therefore It Is Impossible for thinking to make this last
predicate about the beginning. In thinking of the beginning
thinking collapses. Because thinking desires to penetrate to the
beginning and cannot do so, all thinking crumbles into dust, it
runs aground upon Itself, it breaks to pieces, it is dissolved in
the presence of the beginning which thinking posits and cannot
posit. n
Therefore humanity-who knows itself only in terms of itselfcannot escape the snare of its own thought. Humans are finitethinking themselves gods, yet being ruled by the earth. They think
themselves to be conquerors through technology, yet the essence of that
technology rules them. As Bonhoeffer points out,
We do not rule, we are ruled. The thing, the world rules man.
Man Is a prisoner, a slave of the world, and his rule Is Illusion.
Technology Is the power with which the earth grips man and
subdues hlm. 21
Humanity has indeed made technology Its god-a god who
threatens with a nuclear judgement day unless it turns to newer
technologies-which promise they will save humanity from annihilation.
T hus humans turn to more technology to save them from technology.19
Humans are bound by this circle of their own finitude, as they distance
themselves further from the "life-world" by this technological savior.
What is needed is to recover that lost relatedness to Being.
Can humans, who exist in this vicious circle, recover this lost
relationship? Humans cannot of themselves discover their origin and
thus recover their lost relatedness to Being. They are bound to their
circle. Such a circle can only be approached and broken into from
outside Its domain. The Origin, so it seems, must discover humans,
and reveal to them the way out of this finite circularity. In Holy
Scripture, such a revelation is offered.
Yet with nothing to mediate between the Origin and human's
circular reasoning, humans Interpret the Origin from within their
circle- rigidly-dogmatically-technically. However, the Origin has
provided an intermediary. This intermediary is the Logos, the
discourse between humans and their Origin. This Logos appears in
Word- the Holy Scriptures-and in the sacraments3•-the works of the
church.
Let us first look at the Word. Observe what this Origin reveals
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about Itself through the Word. "In the beginning God created
" 31
begins the magnificent first chapter of the book of Genesis. There Is
no separation, no duality. There Is only God, and God creating.3 z
Thought and act are one In the dawn of creation. For the Creator, to
be Is to create, to sustain, to exist for His creation as the foundation of
their being. The Creator alone Is the Beginning.
The primeval Adam came Into being by God's thought merged
Into act-from the earth and yet from God. Adam was a derived
being-but a being In the Image of the Being of Beings. Adam, as a
derived being, could praise his Creator because his unique relationship
to this Being of Beings was one of sonshlp, of Image. Adam was truly
created In the Image of God. God, the Source of all Being, was
Adam's beginning and end. God, the ground of all beingu was Adam's
sustenance In both thought and act. As Bonhoeffer points out, "(m)an
at his origin knows only one thing: God ... (h)e knows all things only
In God, and God In all things ... ~
Humanity, even in the midst of Eden's splendor, nevertheless
harkened to the temptation-a temptation spoken by Satan, but
answered from some insatiable curiosity: a lust for knowledge beyond
Its capabilities, an Intellectual cancer growing deep within Its
consciousness.35 This first reflection split the unity of thought and act
that marked a relation to the Being of Beings. In the first attempt to
think apart from God, humanity yielded to the temptation to "be like
God, knowing good and evil....u Adam and Eve ate, and Indeed became
"like God" In that they then saw-and continue to see themselves as
their own beginning. In doing so, they lost their relation to the Origin
and Ground of all thought and being.
In some sense lost to us, humanity's very genetic code became
corrupted such that Adam's flaw passed on to all people.37 So people
regard themselves as gods, yet a finite, frustrated god-in-a-circle, with
only an arbitrary starting point. Human thought Is thus separated
from its origin In God.31
Since only through this relation to God could humans ever
know themselves, others, and nature, then through humanity's
separation from the Origin, people have a bifurcation of thought into
dichotomies. Thought is split Into the either-or, the subject and object,
the knower and the known. The original communion with God in
which each person sees each object as having the same meaning which
God has given it-was severed. Meaning became relative-because
humanity now saw itself as its own and only origin. Thus people
everywhere view objects as having different meanings, yet by being
unmediated by a relation to the Origin, they never arrive at the same
meaning nor the meaning intended by God.3'
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Because the fall distanced humanity from the origin of all
thought and thus provided no unifying factor, knowledge became
shattered into fragments which continue to distance themselves from
each other.
For example, Aristotle categorized human knowledge into three
broad categories-the theoretical, the practical, and the productive or
technical. Aristotle, however, still conceived of these categories as
related to one another. None of the categories were given privilege
over the others. This harmony among the disciplines soon became
lopsided, because fallen humanity's thinking continued to move away
from its origin. Humanity, needing a starting point, began assigning
greater value to one category of thought over all others as the needed
"absolute."
Today, we see technology-the productive mode-as the
privileged category of thought. This most valued category Indeed
betrays humanity's estrangement from the Origin. Through technology,
humanity has attempted to master nature. Humans construct Idealized,
mathematlclzed objects that they can control and call these objects
"reality"-in order to have control over their own destiny. Humans
create their own meaning, "interpreting themselves according to their
possibilities . . . ..... Humans can control that which they can quantify.
In their own eyes, they see their creation-technique-as god.
Separated from God and from itself, humanity has "lost (Its)
beginnlng." 41 Humans, because they were created "in the middle," 41
could have known their beginning only through the revelation of the
Creator-an inOnite, eternal God, who Is the Origin and Ground of all
else. However, the link to that beginning has been lost. Apart from the
Origin, there exists no standpoint from which to view the whole of
thought. Humanity stands condemned to point into that Being which
withdraws in the vicious circle of human thought. This thought Is thus,
in St. Paul's words, "hollow, deceptive. ooU
Because humanity views itself as its own starting point, it has
elevated the work of Its own hands-its technique-Into a god.
However, because this starting point Is arbitrary, the drive towards
efficiency leaves humanity far from being In control. Adam may
believe himself to be In control, but rather, he Is In humble submission
to this deceptive "god of the present age" who entices him to think
that through technology he will Ond his beginning. When the
beginning withdraws, however, this "hollow and deceptive philosophy"
falls apart•• due to an Inherent naw in the system-the arbitrary nature
of all thought apart from God.
We must allow this technological deity to "collapse (and)
crumbl(e) Into dust. " 45 In Its place, we must look to the One who Is
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the source of all knowledge. Only through the source of all knowledge
can we hope to reconstruct an integrative vision of the whole of
thought.

SECTION Ill

He (Christ) is before all things, and in him all things hold
together.
Colossians 1:12, New International Version
St. John's Gospel speaks to us of a Word-a Loeos-that was
with God in the beginning, and therefore was that God. This Loeos
became flesh for us. This Loeos took on Adam's finitude in order that
he might truly be the loeos, the "discourse" between the Creator and
the created which allows our relatedness to this being of beings to once
again be realized.
This Loeos is also characterized as "truth... ~ A-letheia, the
Greek word we normally translate as "truth," could be better
conveyed as the on-hidden, the not-concealed.47 The alpha privative in
a-letheia negates the once-hidden. It takes humanity's intellectual
blinders off. Herein lies St. John's declaration of the Loeos--Jesus
Christ-as the "Light of the World" 41-for indeed the Loeos brings out
of hiding humanity's lost relation to the Origin. This Light reveals
that humanity's beginning, end, and sustenance depend solely upon the
thought and act of the Creator.
Humans can now accept their eJ.istence in the middle-for they
now see in this Loeos their beginning and end, their Alpha and Omega.
Only by this infinite God taking on finite flesh can such a mediation
between the infinite Creator and finite humans take place. Hence,
humans can regain their beginning only by discovering their beginning
and end in the God who is without beginning and end.
This Loeos is this discourse between God and humanity who
became " . . . the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the
world." 49 In that solemn moment of reconciliation upon the cross, as
our Lord breathed his last, the sin which separated Adam's thought
from his God, from his true self, and from his earth was taken from
Adam and placed upon his Mediator. Thus the Loeos, in order to
become that discourse which again on-conceals man's relatedness to
the Being of beings, literally became sin such that communication with
the perfect God was for a moment made impossible. Without such
communication, even our Lord's resurrection seemed impossible. Yet
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the Creator of the universe-the one who created out of nothing-burst
through that Impossibility, through the sin which rendered the
Mediator void, and raised the Loeos from the dead. God the Creator
destroyed death itself, giving back to humans not only their beginning,
but also their end.51
The resurrected Christ has become our Logos, our discourse
with the infinite. What was once hidden to us is new revealed through
Christ the Logos who lets-be-seen, through Christ the A-letheia which
un-conceals. Christ the Logos becomes our text through which we
interpret all our knowledge-for, Indeed, he is the Source of all
knowledge. He becomes our Court of Appeals, because "he stands
between us and all other men and things ... a Mediator, not only
between God and man, but between man and reality." 51 In this, indeed,
"man's origin is given back to him." 51 Christ the A-letheia unconceals
the beginning apart from the circle of humans' finite thought.
Through the discourse of the Logos, humanity has found their elusive
beginning in the Being of all beings-In the Creator.
Yet this re-discovered Origin Is also un-concealed by the Logos
to be the sustaining source of humanity's being and knowledge.
Having such a channel to the source of all knowledge-and knowing
that humanity's beginning, sustenance, and end lie In the Originhumans can, through the mediation of the Logos, begin to evaluate
their world in the perspective of the whole. Humanity, through Christ
the Logos, can begin to think through this Logos and thus begin
making the connections that relate all knowledge to Its Source, thus
giving all knowledge common ground.
Humans, through this Logos, can rediscover their relatedness
to being. Because the God to whom humanity now has a direct
channel is Himself the Ground and Source of all being, so humans can
now see themselves once again connected with the whole of reality.
If human thought could be directed at and mediated through
the Source of all knowledge, humans would not give one form of finite
thought a higher position than others, would reserve that place of
privilege for their Mediator.
By focusing on and existing though the Logos who lets-be-seen,
humans realizesonce again their relatedness to Being. Thus humans
sees themselves so intimately related to the being of each other, to the
being of the earth, that they will not so exalt the work of their own
hands so as to disregard their fellow creatures. Humans have regained
their relation to their god and to each other. Focused on the Logos,
humans will no longer regard his brother as tools.
Thus the work of one's hands, technology, is placed In the focus
of a redeeming vision of the whole. Focused on the Logos and firmly
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rooted In the Being of beings, the menacing "god of the present age"
ls turned Into a co-laborer as Indeed all thought Is brought "into
captivity"u in Christ.
Thus, the link is found-humans can dethrone the "god of the
present age" and place that "god" as well as themselves In the humble
service of Him who underlies all thought, being, and action.
In Christ, humans can melt the technological golden calf which
keeps them in bondage to themselves. They can then see technology as
merely raw material with which they can work In the service of the
one true God.
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WHITE BOOK BLACK BOOK
" ...ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil."
Genesis 3:4
The first man stood at an arched window high In the east side of
the great Library and watched his first sunrise. It was a wonderful
thing. It was new, and bright, and unspeakably fascinating. How
different it was from the sun he had glimpsed the day before in the
Library atrium! The sun had been full and round, like a golden apple.
Now it was a glowing arc, a shining curve that rose gently above the
horizon and slowly grew in size and brilliance. Soon, he knew, it would
be as he had seen it the day before, upon his first awakening. Soon it
would be full and round, would leave behind the sheltering .,,..·izon
and sail the open skies. Soon.
He felt a warmth at his back, and the room in which he stood filled
suddenly with a softer light. Turning eagerly about, he found himself
staring Into the kind and gentle face of the Maker. For a long time he
stood and stared, eyes feasting on the sight before him. Here was He
whose hand was generous, whose arms were open, and whose eyes
were filled with love-and something else. The man had asked
yesterday what that something else was, what emotion was hiding In
the corners of those great luminous eyes? He could not place it. He did
not know it. What was it? And the Maker had gravely replied that It
was a thing better unknown, and he need not worry himself about It,
and the man had accepted this reply. But he still wondered.
The Maker smiled and spoke In his deep, majestic voice. "What do
you think of the sunrise, Man? Does It please you?"
The man returned his attention to the sun which had almost
escaped the horizon, and listened for a moment to the birds noisily
cheering It on. "You know It does," he answered quietly. "Everything
pleases me-more than I can possibly say."
For a moment, the unnamed emotion left the Maker's eyes and
pure joy shone forth. "Come," He said, extending a hand, "Walk with
me and I will show you the Library."
Hours passed as the two walked the long corridors of the great
building. In one room, the man was shown a stack of shelves on which
sat books that told of the Maker's city, and of the bright winged beings
that flew through the streets and paid homage to Him In His great
palace. In another room were books that spoke of animals-of their
natures and makeups, of their habits and habitats. Other rooms were
shown to hold the secrets of plants, of minerals, of music, of art, of
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words, of the stars, of the planets, and of the atom.
Once they came to a room that contained books of medicine, of
salves and antidotes, and of powders that cured poisoning and roots
that made one whole and well. This greatly puzzled the man, and he
asked what the books were for, and what was this "sickness" they
spoke of? And the Maker shook his head gently and told him that he
would not understand, and that he was better off not understanding,
and the man did not ask again. But still he wondered.
Finally, they came to the central chamber of the Library, a large
and beautiful room in which there were only two books. Side by side
on a long, sturdy table lay the ponderous tomes, one white and one
black. The White Book, explained the Maker, was the Book of Love,
and of all the books was the greatest. The Black Book He did not
name, for the name would mean nothing to the man. Curious, the man
reached his hands toward the nameless book, but the Maker's strong,
gentle fingers closed firmly on his wrist. "Do not open it," He
commanded simply. "The Library is yours, but this book Is not. Read
the White often, but leave the Blac~ to those who have already claimed
it." As he spoke, the other emotion was plainly visible In His eyes. The
man wondered what connection the two had, but did not speak his
question. He knew that he had already heard the Maker's answer.
Later, much later, when the Maker had left, the man returned to
the central room and opened the Book of Love. With eyes wide, he
read of beauty, of truth, of helping those In need, and of forgiving
those who harm you, and though he did not know what need was or
what harm might be, he understood most of what he read. Beauty and
truth, after all, were all around him, and the need for help and
forgiveness he would, perhaps, discover In time.
Spellbound, he read, and as he did, he felt an entire race stirring
In Its sleep. The generations of humankind to come lay curled Inside
this first of their kind and learned as he did. The words of the Book
of Love floated down the chain of future humanity and took root In the
hearts of a man who would be called Barnabus, a woman whose name
would be Dorcas, brothers whose name would be Mayo, and a woman
who would be called Mother Theresa. As he felt this happening, the
man's pace quickened, and his fingers turned the pages automatically,
without his knowledge. To read this book cover to cover! Oh, how he
longed to devour the entire massive encyclopedia at one sitting and
then to turn back to the first page and read It all again!
But then, he felt a presence enter the room, and he looked up
in surprise, because he knew at once that it was not the Maker. His
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eyes swept the chamber, searching for the Intruder, and alighted on a
glowing, winged form standing In one of the doorways.
"Who are you?" he asked, curiously, "Are you a messenger of
the Maker?"
The shining being stepped forward, a half-smile curling his lips.
"In a manner of speaking," he replied, In a soft, melodious voice, "I
have come with a very Important message for you."
"Yes?" the man asked, closing the great White Book before
him, "What Is It?"
The bright messenger strode up to the table and lightly rested
one hand on the White Book and the other on the Black. "I have a
message," he continued, "but not from the Maker you know."
"Not from ... " the man began, and broke off In confusion,
"There Is only one Maker."
The other showed his perfect teeth In a wide, amused smile.
"Only one? My, how He has deceived you already! Listen to me, Man.
The potential for Makers is limitless. Why, you yourself could be one,
that easily!" He snapped his long, dexterous fingers playfully under
the man's nose.
"What do you mean?" the man asked. "How could I ... "
"How?" the stranger echoed, sitting easily on the table between
the two books. "It's all a matter of knowledge. If you know what the
Maker knows, you are one!"
The man considered, "But that is Impossible! The Maker knows
more than all the books in this Library could tell. I could never hope
to learn that much."
"Oh, would your Maker ever love to hear you talk that way!"
breathed the winged form, leaning his glowing face close to the man's.
"But It's not true! The only knowledge the Maker has that you are
forbidden Is the knowledge of one book." The hand that had rested
on the White Book left It, and with his other hand, the stranger
stroked the cover of the Black.
The man jumped back, as If snake-bitten. "No," he said, very
firmly. "My Maker has commanded only one thing of me, and that is
that I do not read the Black book. I will not disobey His one demand,
no matter what secrets It contains."
The shining being began to laugh-a light, silvery sound that
pricked at the man's ears, mocking his foolishness. "Oh, He has you
right where he wants you, right where He wants you! And right where
I'd want you too If I were the kind of tyrant He Is. Why do you think
He told you that? Because the book might harm you? Ha! How
could knowledge harm you? He banned the book because He wants
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to maintain Ills superiority. If you read that book, He will no longer
be able to lord It over you. You'll be equals! Equals! Is It any
wonder He said what He did?"
The man opened his mouth to reply, but the other cut him off
before he could begin.
"No, don't say anything else. Just listen. I was like you once,
Man. I was weak and foolish and ignorant. I worshipped the Maker
just as you do, blindly, without thinking. Then I read the Book of
Woe! Yes, that Is what It is called, and you don't even know what woe
Is, do you? My poor, poor, blind Man, you're missing out on so much
knowledge! I read the Book of Woe, and it opened my eyes. Yes!
Then I knew that the White Book told only half the story. There is
more, there is so much more! How can you resign yourself to never
knowing?"
The man swayed a bit where he stood, groping for arguments
with which to fight back. "If the Maker doesn't want me to know it,"
he said finally, with all the resolution he could muster, "then I don't
want to!"
The stranger laughed harshly. "You lie!" he declared. "And
the worst part Is, you don't even know what it Is to lie, do you? Face
the truth, Man. You want the knowledge in this book! You crave It
just as I once craved it! There are many things you would like to
know. Why Is it necessary to have books detailing cures and
remedies? Why does the Book of Woe even exist, if not to be read?
Your Maker is hiding knowledge from you-facts that you deserve to
know? Doesn't that call his motives Into question? Doesn't it make
you even a little bit suspicious?"
The winged being rose to his feed, still atop the table, and
looked down at the man as if from an inconceivable height. "No, I
forgot," he sneered, "your mind cannot even grasp the concept of
betrayal, of deceit. How sad! How hopelessly, desperately, stupidly
sad!"
The man wanted to ask what "sad" meant, but felt suddenly
ashamed to admit his Ignorance. Instead he forced himself to say.
"You had better leave now. My Maker would not want me to be
talking with you."
The glowing face convulsed with scorn. "No Indeed! He would
be most displeased. He wants you sheltered, Man, sheltered from the
harsher realities, cringing like a gutless dog from truths He would not
have you face! And why? Because He thinks you are too weak to
stand up to them? No! He knows you are strong enough, but He
makes you think you are weak! He keeps you hidden away like a
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helpless child when you could be a god! A god. Man! Look at me!"
Wings extended, the tempter leaped backwards from the table and
glided smoothly to the floor. "Am I weak? No! I am strong, Man,
strong and tempered by the revelations of the Book of Woe. I can use
the knowledge of either book as I please. I lUll a god!
The man stared, speechless, as the shining creature cavorted in
the middle of the room, lost In the ecstasy of knowledge and power.
Finally, the strange dance stopped, and the glowing being leaned over
the table to whisper In the man's ear, "you could be just like the
Maker, Man! Think of It!"
And then, as abruptly as he had come, the winged figure
vanished. The man turned slowly from the chamber and began to
walk back to his room, but with every step he thought of the Black
Book, and from every room he passed came the whisper, ''just like the
Maker, just like the Maker, the Maker! Oh, think of it, Man!"
And when he had walked for what seemed a long time, he
found himself back at the central chamber.
"To look at the Book of Love," he murmured to himself, "not
the Book of ... of ... whatever it was. Not that book ..... "
Against his commands, his hands opened the Black Book.
Ignoring the cries of conscience, his eyes began to read.
And what knowledge he found! What great and terrible
knowledge! He read of death, of disease, of betrayal, of sorrow, and
of sin. His eyes were wide and his jaw slack as he learned of theft and
hatred and grief and madness and blasphemy and bloody red, bloody
murder. He discovered shadows and dark pits and poisoned traps and
fear in lonely places and dark-stained daggers hidden away, away from
the light where none would ever find them. And as he read, the race
of beings yet to be stirred within him reveled in the flow of knowledge!
The dark and deadly words crept into the hearts of a woman whose
name would be Jezebel, a man who would be called Nero, a man whose
name would be Stalin, and an entire brotherhood of souls who would
one day call themselves Nazis.
The man read, and read, from the first page to the last, and
then slowly closed the book and stepped back, his head spinning. Such
knowledge! Such power! He gathered breath to cry a victorious
whoop, but it came out as a sob. He wiped his eyes, tried again, and
collapsed on the Library floor, crying, crying, crying.
He heard footsteps and looked up through streaming eyes to see
the Maker staring down at him. The other emotion that had always
hidden in those tender nts now dominated them entirely, leaving the
joy to scramble for thf
t rs. And the man knew what that emotion
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was called now, and cursed himself for knowing. It was called sadness.
Bending from His lonely height, the Maker lifted the weeping
man to his feet and propelled him down dark, fearsome corridors, past
rooms of books that would stay unread, past a thousand, thousand
wonders he would never know, and when they came to the great iron
door that led to the outside world, the Maker opened It and pushed the
man outside.
The sound of the lock falling was very, very loud.
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IT IS INJUSTICE

A spring day
children at play
In a sand bo1: of mud and day
Imagining a World In whkh they
wished to stay
Acrou the block
In reality time tkk - tockl
other theys throw rockJ
that no man can block or stop
"we'll beat the rap,
after all we're the ... "
peacemaken' unjust ftghtJ
It II black and white
It II enough to fright
we see the sight
of justice's plight
10 clear
10 real
10 hanh In all ltJ might
Deaf and blind to what's right,
the other theys say "10 what"
"Pictures say more than words"
yet It seems 10 absurd
we see the pktures
the truth II obscured
justice Is blurred,
If not gone - unheard
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Someone said "It looks like war"
It was silent before
It was what we tried to Ignore
but It comes back like a sore
amidst the sheep It Is a lion's roar
so we close the door
but Its wounds just open more
"what's the score?"
"Is the team winning yours?"
The nagpole Is bare,
while Injustice ripples In the air
A spring day
we play
In a sand box of mud and clay
we see a disillusioned world In which we stay.
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